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RAV BRAZIL PARSHAS SETZAVEH PURIM תשע"ז 

PURIM - A LIFE DEDICATED TO DOTING OVER DOTS 

 Yisrael are blessed with the beracha that they be as bountiful as the stars in heaven. 

When one observes the stars they appear as small dots. Yet this is very deceiving since 

these small dots are maybe a hundred or five hundred times the size of the sun. There 

are many things in life that appear to us as dots, insignificant, trivia, unimportant etc. 

We cannot fathom that these dots are so colossal that they can actually change the 

course of World History. Take for example the everyday experience of typing in your 

computer an E Mail address and you forget to put a dot or two before the com. You will 

slowly become agitated and quickly lose your calm because you are not connecting. But 

nothing will help unless you finally really that you are missing that annoying insignificant 

dot.  

Let me for a moment return to my fascinating nostalgia with dots. At an early age, we 

kids learned the significance of dots way before we learned how to punctuate a 

sentence. Playing Dominoes was the “in” game for most families. Multi colored tiny dot 

candies clinging to the long strip of paper was the “in” treat for kids. Dalmatians with 

their black spotted coats, were our favorite dogs because they made a movie about it. 

We all trained under penmanship teachers who would always remind us to cross the T’s 

and dot the I’s. Who wouldn’t think of himself as an artist after he would successfully 

connect the dots with lines by following the ascending numbers from 1 to 50 with his 

colored pencils. At the end of the project, Abra Kedabrah, there would suddenly emerge 

a stunning picture or landscape just by connecting all the dots. 

Let us fast forwards. Pixels play a major role in the clarity of one’s electronic devices. 

They are only dots. They range from Ldpi which is low density 120 dots per inch to 

xxxHDPi 640 dots high density per inch. Putting technology aside, we must not forget 

that our entire cosmos and all existence is composed of atoms, electrons and neutrons 

which are merely microscopic dots whose speeds exceed that of circling the earth in 18 

seconds. Not bad of a record for a speck, insignificant, triviatic, nothing dot. Guess 

what? A look at earthlings from outer space doesn’t even rate for them the title of a 

microscopic dot.  

It is all a matter of perspective. Chazal tell us that the nature of the Next World is upside 

down. Many of the people who in this murky and opaque world are looked upon with 

respect, honor, and stature, will be viewed in the next world as mere dots. Likewise, 

those individuals who with our distorted myopic lenses we sized them up as being 
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generic dot Yidden, will be looked upon in Olam Habah as prestigious mountains of 

accomplishments and deserving of the highest honors.  

So what am I getting at? The word for religion in Lashon Hakodesh is דת   (dot). The 

Torah is called אש דת (Devarim 33,2). Torah teaches us that there is absolutely no act or 

word that is trivia and insignificant as long as they are motivated to serve Hashem.  אחד

יםאחד הממעיט ובלבד שיכוין לבו לשמהמרבה ו  (Berachos 17).  Even a complement, a smile 

or a Shalom Aleichem to a stranger can turn over worlds in Shamayim. The Pinteleh Yid, 

the נקודה טובה, the smallest dot, has preserved the Jewish Nation until today.  

Hashem has four letters in His Name of 'יהו which represent the four worlds of Asiyah, 

Yetzirah, Beriah, and Atzilus. The smallest letter in the Aleph Bais the yud therefore 

represents the highest world in Hashem’s name. The letter yud is technically only a dot. 

It is far removed from the sophistication and fancy of the other letters. It message to us 

is that many times we overlook and push to the side what and whom we see as an 

insignificant investment labeling it not worth my time and effort. Little do we know that 

your minute effort invested belongs to the highest world. The Jew is called a Yid which is 

the Chassidish pronunciation for the letter Yid. As Yidden we identify ourselves with the 

highest world in the universe by Doting over Dots.  

We mentioned above that a mere dot could make a cataclysmic change in History. This 

brazen statement can be validated from our very own story of Purim. The Megilah 

writes (Esther 8,8)  היהודים כטוב בעיניכם בשם המלך  וחתמו בטבעת המלך  ואתם כתבו על

 Achasveirosh tells כי כתב אשר נכתב בשם המלך ונחתום בטבעת המלך אין להשיב

Mordechai and Esther to write concerning the Jewish People as they see fit. They should 

write the proclamation in the name of the king and seal it with his ring. For anything 

written and sealed by the king cannot be repealed. This passuk is very difficult to 

understand. For in chapter 3 of the Megillah we see that Achashveirosh removed his 

ring and gave it to Haman to seal the decree of annihilating all Jews on the 13th of Adar. 

How then can the new decree of Mordechai and Esther override the previous decree of 

annihilation? 

Believe it or not the answer lies with the dot. Achashveirosh tells Mordechai and Esther 

םכתבו על היהודים כטוב בעיניכ  which can be translated to mean Write by the word יהודים 

written in the decree, anything you see fit. The decree of the annihilation of the Jewish 

Nation says the following (3,13) להשמיד להרג ולאבד את כל היהודים to destroy kill and 

annihilate all the Jews. However, if one places a comma or dot after the word כל, the 

reconstructed translation would then be “to destroy kill and annihilate everyone”, Who 

has the right to do so? היהודים. By placing a dot and pause before the word יהודים the 

Jews no longer are the victims of a genocide but rather the conquerors of the 
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Amaleikim. This was Achashveiros’s (through Hashem’s intervention) solution to an 

impossible solvable dilemma. The rest of the story is the Yom Tov of Purim that we are 

celebrating today.   

Everyone one of us today owes his life to a dot placed by the word יהודים. Purim 

conveys that the substance of our lives lies in the small acts of kindness and loyalty 

whether they be בין אדם לחבירו בין אדם למקום. This concept becomes outstanding when 

we read the Parsha of Zachor this Shabbos. It is during this reading of the Torah as we 

fulfill this mitzvah of remembering Amalek, that we will repeat one passuk twice 

because of our uncertainty of reading the word  זכר whether with an aih sounded vowel 

under the letter zayin or an eh sounding vowel. Hey, what are we making such a big fuss 

and bother over a mere dot?  Purim teaches us that going back just to make sure you 

have all your dots fully covered is more than worthwhile. It touches our very existence.  

One of the Chassidic Masters wrote that the name פורים is associated with the lashon 

 crumbs. Crumbs are mere dots on the floor and table. The Chazal say that a sure פירורין 

way to inherit poverty is by treating crumbs without honor, for instance by stepping on 

them. But there is also a poverty of the spirit which is called Dotless (דת less) one who 

disregards the dots. We can now interpret the message of Chazal that by not honoring 

these seemingly insignificant mitzvos and conducts, one will become poor in his 

relationship and bond with Hashem. 

There are two Parshiyos which concern themselves with Amalek. One is at the end of 

Parshas Beshalach which contains 119 words, and the other is at the end of Parshas Ki 

Seitzei which contains 47 words, together totaling 166. This is the same gematriah  

as נקודה. Once again this proves that when it comes to ruchniyus, Torah Insignifia is non 

existent. By strengthening the נקודה    we thereby weaken the control of Amalek over us. 

Even a dot’s worth of effort is important if its role is to become closer to Hashem. The 

Parsha of Beshalach which contains 119 words is gematriah  This word shares the . מעט

same letters of טעם which means taste and meaning. Even a taste of ruchniyus, a 

micrometer of improvement, is meaningful to an amazing degree. As Dovid Hamelech 

writes (Tehillim 37,10) ועוד מעט ואין רשע if one just adds on a little more in avodas 

Hashem it could change him drastically and save him from being a rasha. 

Rav Yecheskeil from Koszmere would say that what the way the world wishes each 

other on Pesach – have a kosher Pesach, and on Purim – have a freilichin Purim, is 

wrong and just the opposite should be wished. He explains that of course Pesach will be 

kosher subsequent all of the toil one puts in to kasher his house. And of course Purim 

will be naturally freilich because of the festivities. What really should be wished to each 

other is a freilichin Pesach to imply that even after all the toil in preparation for this Yom 
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Tov, when it finally arrives we should be in simcha mode. On Purim we should wish a 

kosher Purim because there are so many halachos and mitzvos to observe and we 

should not allow the festivities to interfere with their fulfillment. So I would like to take 

this opportunity to wish everyone a kosherin and a crummy Purim, and don’t forget to 

dot your I’s. 

Gut Shabbos  

Rav Brazil   

   


